Altered cellular anatomy and physiology of acute brain injury and spinal cord injury.
The cellular elements and the chemical mediators in secondary injury following TBI or SCI do not act alone. The interconnections between the cellular elements and their secretions, the immune system, and the nervous system are highly regulated in normal physiology, which benefits the organism. When there is traumatic injury to cells in the CNS, the interconnections between the systems become more than tight; these systems act together to strangulate the tissue, depriving it of local control over microcirculation and necessary oxygen, rendering membrane potentials useless to modulate neuron function. Surgical intervention during the acute stages of TBI and SCI continues to advance as do biomechanical and bioelectric therapeutics during the chronic and rehabilitation stages. There is hope, too, for effective pharmacologic intervention at the initial stages, before secondary injury begins. The fact that the mediators of secondary injury are already resident in normal physiology, whether during development or adulthood, means that their activity can be modified by specific agonists and antagonists directed to restoring homeostasis or promoting pathways that can lead to regeneration. This is the direction of much current basic and clinical research.